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mlt's social reviews are aggregated from individual reviews submitted by consumer reviewers who rate films on 17 different attributes. these attributes range from
'comprehension' to 'black comedy' and 'movie watchability' to 'performance/talent'. ratings are assigned 'overall ratings' as well as 'overall box office' which is based on
chart data from various us cinema chains. mlt's audience reviews are gathered from moviegoers who rate films on a scale of 1 to 5 using 17 different attributes: 'price',
'value for money', 'treatment', 'showmanship', 'screenplay', 'acting', 'male', 'female', 'cinematography', 'music', 'screen design', 'special effects', 'acting', 'tone', 'overall',
'direction' and 'story/script'. ratings are assigned an 'overall score' as well as 'overall box office' based on data from various us cinema chains. mlt'ssizzle scores are
assigned to new and rising cinema releases based on analysis of aggregated reviews, ratings and box office figures. the sizzle score is a weighted average of several
criteria: overall customer ratings, number of new customer ratings, chart and video game sales data, release date, competition, frequency of information, market share
and 'hotness': a motley cast of characters form an odd band who are the blues brothers themselves: john belushi as a mouthy, demonically possessed elwood blues who
appears disheveled and loud, and dan aykroyd as jake, a preppy respectable accountant who is silent, polite and dressed in a tuxedo. underneath it all these two are in
many ways mirror images of one another and surprisingly similar in their personalities. the blues brothers were formed by father and son daniel and dan aykroyd in the
late 70's as a vehicle for their greatest success to date. their big break came in 1980 with a new blues brothers album and the film. in 1985, they released another long-
playing album, yet another movie (the return of the blues brothers) was released, and they wrote a book about their career, which tells how they rose to fame.
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most of the videos have no commercial value whatsoever. they are funded by various mechanisms, such as advertising, sometimes with fake promotions, but also by
donations and sponsorship. it is still difficult to know whether the best videos are the most popular or the best funded. i am watching a lot of advertising, but it is

becoming harder to avoid. if i can't avoid it, i find it hard to be impartial; the market is still very illiberal. i feel like a fake consumer, like a vampire.. the commercial
variety of user-generated content is called 'viral video'. some viral videos are independent productions by fans; others are the results of clumsy corporate attempts to

respond to customer service requests. viral video is now expanding, and many products that used to be independent of the web are now being made available as users
generate them themselves. the most powerful of these techniques is the highly sophisticated customized software that re-distributes content from other sites over the
internet. most of the videos have no commercial value whatsoever. they are funded by various mechanisms, such as advertising, sometimes with fake promotions, but

also by donations and sponsorship. it is still difficult to know whether the best videos are the most popular or the best funded. i am watching a lot of advertising, but it is
becoming harder to avoid. if i can't avoid it, i find it hard to be impartial; the market is still very illiberal. i feel like a fake consumer, like a vampire.. the commercial

variety of user-generated content is called 'viral video'. some viral videos are independent productions by fans; others are the results of clumsy corporate attempts to
respond to customer service requests. viral video is now expanding, and many products that used to be independent of the web are now being made available as users
generate them themselves. the most powerful of these techniques is the highly sophisticated customized software that re-distributes content from other sites over the
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